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INTRODUCTION.A In a chain explosion, the initial chemical
reaction follows one or more modes of reaction (1,2). The ensuing
highly reactive transient species, commonly believed to be radicals,
react with intact explosive molecules to produce more radicals which
ultimately recombine and release energy sufficient to support a
detonation wave. To achieve better control over the detonation
process it is important to know the rate of the relatively slow,
primary reaction step and the nature of the transient species produced
in this step. When, in particular, a condensed explosive experiences
the high dynamic pressure of a strong, initiating shock wave, it may
initiallly decompose via a bimolecular rather than a more commonly
accepted unimolecular process. The present study was undertaken to
examine this question in relation to the primary reaction step in
liquid methyl nitrate undergoing shock initiation of detonation. I-
particular, the physical and chemical effects of the incident shock on
the molecules are viewed in terms of the following three plausible
modes of reaction:

I . Compression of a single molecule along Its weakest bond,
followed by scission of this bond as the molecule relaxes,

2. curling of fuel and oxidizer ends of the molecule towards

each other followed by an intramolecular abstraction reaction, and

iI) i3. squeezing together of a pair of neighboring molecules

wJ ;such that the fuel end of one molecule reacts with the oxidizer end of
- the other.
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Methyl nitrate was chosen as the first of a series of
A explosives since the H3CO - NO2 bond is considerably weaker than the

other bonds in the molecule. Hence, a theoretical treatment should
yield more dramatic effects for this molecule than for a molecule
which has a narrower distribution of bond energies. Moreover, methyl
nitrate is a simple prototype of alkyl nitrate explosives such as
nitroglycerine and pentaerythritol tetranitrate.

THEORETICAL PROCEDURES: The quantum chemical Modified
Intermediate Nerlect of Differential Overlap (MINDO/3) method (3) was

0"0, employed. As a semi-empirical, self-consistent field molecular
orbital treatment, it was parametrized by Dewar to yield equilibrium
geometries and heats of formation for a wide variety of closed shell
systems, including CHNO-molecules, giving good agreement with
experiment (4). The parametrization apparently simulates the actual
electric fields due to electrons and nuclei in stable, closed shell
molecules. Thus, Dewar and coworkers predicted heats of formation
with a mean absolute error of 5 kcal/mole. Equilibrium geometries are
also satisfactory as bond lengths, bond angles and dihedral angles are
given with mean absolute errors of .02A , 6, and 6* respectively.
Although MINDO/3 was parametrized for just these equilibrium
properties, it also predicts the activation energy for a variety of
reactions involving complex organic molecules with a mean absolute
error of 5 kcal/mole (5,6). It is, therefore, more than Just a curve
fitting technique as is also demonstrated by its ability to predict a
variety of other molecular properties (5) that depend on the valence
shell electron distribution.

MINDO/3 is used to calctlate first the equilibrium geometry
of the methyl nitrate molecule and then three minimum energy reaction
paths (MERPs) (5,6) corresponding to the aforementioned three modes of
reaction. Finally, values of the volume-, entropy-, and energy-of
activation derived from the MERP are inserted into the absolute rate
theory equation to yield the specific rate constant for a given
reaction path at a given temperature and pressure. Of course, the
most likely path to be followed under the given conditions will be the
one with the highest rate constant.

GEOMETRY OF THE ISOLATED MOLECULE: Since the starting point
for a chemical reaction is the equilibrium conformation of the
molecule, its geometry is calculated first. A complete optimizition
of all bond distances, bond- and dihedral-angles was carried out.
Figure 1 g.ves the overall shape of the molecule. The heavy atoms and
one hydrogen atom Hi are in the plane of the paper whereas the
hydrogens Ii and 11b are above and below the plane, respectively. The
staggered arrangement oi the hydrogen atoms is correctly predicted.
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CH QNO2

0 (TRANS)

NA

O (cis)

Figure 1. Caikutudc Sha.pe of Muthyl Nitraite Molecule
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Moreover, calculated values for six bond distances and six bond angles
agree with experimental values (obtained by microwave spectral
measurements (7)) within mean absolute errors of 0.03A and 5%
respectively. The heat of formation calculated for the equilibrium
structure is -28.3 kcal/mole which also agrees well with the
experimental value of -29.1 kcal/mole (8).

PROCEDURE FOR CALCULATING MERPS: In the course of generating
the MERP beginning with the equilibrium geometry of the stable
molecule, one encounters an uphill curve of total energy versus
reaction variable. Here, we take for the variable eivher an
interatomic distance or a bond angle. (For each chosen value of the
reaction variable, the remaining molecular parameters are optimized to
yield the lowest energy for that value of the reaction variable.)
Eventually, a maximum is attained which, when compared to the initial
energy, yields the activation energy for the assumed process.

The distorted molecular system corresponding to the energy
maximum is known as the transition state or activated complex. Since
the maximum is a saddle point, all energy gradients with respect to
the molecular variables must vanish (9). This criterion is used to
find the exact location of the transition state. Moreover, from the
gradients at the extremum, second derivatives are calculated which
represent the theoretical force constants. Since the transition state
is stable to deformations along all coordinates other than the
reaction coordinate, it has one and only one negative force
constant. Thus, one can establish that the extremum corresponds to a
transition state rather than a stable intermediate in which case all
force constants are positive. In addition, a normal coordinate
analysis is carried out on the transition state using the theoretical
force constants as input. From the resulting set of normal modes of
vibration, the vibration along the transition vector is selected for
examination. In particular, it is determined whethet the transition
state indeed corresponds to the assumed reaction path and thus leads
to the formation of the intended reaction products. Finally, after
the transition state is located and characterized, all molecular
parameters are optimized to yield final geometries and heats of
formation of the reaction products.

UNIHOLECULAR REACTION PATHS
Scission of the Weakest Bond: Since 1CO - NO is the

weakest bond in the molecule, a MERP corresponding to stretching this
bond has been calculated. Table I gives heats of formation, 11f, of
the equilibrium and transition states of the molecule and the
activation energy, &E* derived from the difference in Hf values.
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The latter agrees reasonably well with the observed quantity. Figure
2 is a graphical representation of the MERP describing stretching of
this bond to the point of scission. Finally, Figure 3 describes the
geometry of the transition state and the transition vector, the arrows
representing the amplitudes and directions of motion of the atoms in
the normal coordinate corresponding to reaction. The methoxy oxygen-
nitrogen bond (O-N) is stretched by 0.5A from its original bond

distance value of 1.4A whereas all the other molecular parameters
remain essentially unchanged.

Intramolecular Hydrogen Abstraction Reaction: The molecule
is imagined to curl up, bringing a hydrogen atom into the vicinity of
a terminal oxygen atom. The geometry of the transition state and thp
transition vector are depicted in Figure 4. The transition state Is
fully planar except for the non-ring hydrogens. Major changes in
geometry which have occurred relative to the initial equilibrium
conformation of Figure I are: C-Hi and 0'-N bond distances have
stretched by .25 and .2A ,respectively, the Ocis - H distance has
shrunk by - 1.5A and the CO"N and O*NO bond angles have collapsed
by - 270 and 10, respectively. The directions and magnitudes of the
arrows in Figure 4 help visualize the manner in which planar H2CO and
trans-HONO are formed. The energetics of this reaction process are
given in Table I. The heats of formation of reactant and product
molecules and the resulting exothermic heat of reaction All are
predicted with reasonable accuracy. Moreover, AEH is - 20 kcal/mole
higher than that of the unimolecular bond scission process.

BIMOLECULAR REACTION PATI: In this reaction path two
molecules of methyl nitrate are brought together in such a way that
the methyl group of one molecule interacts with the nitrate group of
the other, as shown in Figure 5. In fact, the figure represents the
transition state in which reaction is imminent. The arrows on the
atoms in the reaction site suggest insertion of an oxygen atom into
the C-l1 bond in the plane of the heavy atoms. Thus, methyl nitrite
and hydroxmethyl nitrate are predicted as products. Although the
latter molecule is not known, it appears to have some thermodynamic
stability as is illustrated by its very negative heat of formation.
According to Table 1, the reaction requires an activation energy of 32
kcal/mole which is comparable to that of the tinimolecular bond
scission process. Moreover, the reaction is exothermic by 31
kcal/mole. Hence, the molecules could act as energy carriers in a
reaction sequence leading to detonation.

CALCULATION OF REACTION RATES: Assuming that thermal
equilibrium exists between the transition state and the stable
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CH 0. + NO.

3 23

1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2

0' - N BOND DISTANCE (A)

Figure 2. MERP of tho Bond Scission Reaction in Mothyl Nittate
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Figure 3. Shape and Transition Vector of the Bond Scisson Transition
State of Methyl Nitrate

Figure 4. Shape and Transition Vector of the Cyclic Transition State
of Methyl Nitrate

Figure 5. Shalm anid Transition~ Vector of tho lumlcular Tranisition Stote
of Mathlv Nitrate
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molecule, the specific reaction rate constant is given by the

following thermodynamic formulation of transition state theory:

KT k-PAV • -AE*

KT. exp - -exp (;) exp (Zak) (1)

where AS, AV, and AE are entropies-, volumes-, and energies-of-
activation, respectively. In order to assess the relative importance
of different reaction paths, we must evaluate or, at least, estimate
these quantities for each path. The MERPs have been analyzed, in
fact, to provide values for these quantities. In particular, AV* and
the rotational contribution to AS* are obtained from the calculated
geometries of the stable methyl nitrate molecule and the different
transition states. Moreover, the vibrational contribution to AS* is
derived from the vibrational frequencies generated by a normal
coordinate analysis. Finally, AS* is obtained as the sum of these
contributions and that of translation, the latter being readily
calculated from the molecular weights of the reactant and transition
state species (10). This procedure gives good agreement between
calculated values of the volume and entropy of the stable methyl
nitrate molecule at 298K and I atm viz. 1I1A and 74.5 eu,
respectively and the corresponding values derived from experiment viz.
106A 3 and 75.9 eu (11,12).

Since Equation 1 interrelates a vast body of chemical kinetic
information on reactions in both gas- and condensed-phases (13), we
apply it to the case at hand which is shock initiation of liquid
methyl nitrate. Low-and high- velocity detonations have been measured
in liquid methyl nitrate (14). However, the pressure and temperature
conditions associated with the initiating shock were not determined.
We, therefore, estimated a typical set of values for liquid methyl
nitrate based on (1) a measurement by Campbell et al. (15) of the
pressure and associated temperature of an initiating shock wave in
liquid nitromethane and (2) measurements by Shaw (16) on pressures and
corresponding reaction times for initiating shocks in nitromethane and
methyl nitrite liquids. The values thus estimated for liquid methyl
nitrate are 60 kbars and 800K.

To make proper use of Equation 1, values of the activation
parameters AV*, AS*, and 6E should correspond to the elevated
temperature and pressure associated with the initiating shock wave.
Therefore, &S* and AR* were calculated for 800K via the use of
statistical thermodynamic relations Involving partition functions
but AV* which had been calculated for 298K is assumed to be constant
over the temperature range 298-800K. As for the pressure dependence
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of these properties experimental evidence in the literature (17,18)
indicates that for several unimolecular and bimolecular reactions
carried out in the pressure range .001-60 kbars, their combined effect
on specific rate constants is no greater than two orders of
magnitude. As shown in Table 2, the rate constants at 60 kbars and
800K differ by many more or,,ers of magnitude. Clearly, the first

exponential term in Equation i overshadows the pressure dependence of
-the activation parameters.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Table 2 shows that at 60 kbars and 800K the specific rate
constant for bond scission is four orders of magnitude larger than
that of the intramolecular hydrogen abstraction reaction. Of greater
interest is the finding that the specific rate constant for the
bimolecular reaction is nine orders of magnitude greater than the
faster of the two unimolecular reaction processes. It is apparent
from Table 2, that this is entirely due to the highly compressed form
of the bimolecular transition state, viz. AV - -32.2 cc/mole. This,
in turn, results from the formation of C-O and O-H bonds at the
expense of rupture of an N-O bond during the oxygen insertion
reaction. This is, in fact, the first time that theory suggests a
reaction in which a bound -NO2 group directly donates its oxygen to
another molecule. Traditionally, it has been assumed that oxidation
occurs only after the formation of the NO2 molecule. Since MINDO/3
was originally parametrized for equilibrium properties and its
reliability for predicting activation parameters of insertion
reactions has not yet been established, it is planned to put these
conclusions to an experimental test.

Nevertheless, the results are consistent with thermo-
hydrodynamic predictions and observed detonation phenomena. In
particular, a finding from Figure 6 that the bimolecular methyl
nitrate system compresses by 232 on reaching the transition state
accords with thermo-hydrodynamic predictions of a maximum compression
of condensed explosives by strong shock waves of 25-37.5% (15,19).
Similarly, a 5% compression of a single methyl nitrate molecule along
the repulsive portion of the curve in Figure 2 to a state isoenergetic
with the transition state for bond scission is also consistent with

thermohydrodynamics. It Is clear that most of the compression by
shock is due to intermolecular rather than intramolecular processes.
With respect to detonation phenomena, Kusakabe and Fujiwara (14)
observed that liquid methyl nitrate propagates at a stable, low
velocity detonation (LVD) of - 2500 m/s when the initiating shock
pressure is low and high velocity detonation (11D) of 6700 m/s when
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METHYL NIT RATE

H3CONU
4* C1  Cairbon Atom on Molecule I

HOCHONO2 C2  Terminal 0xv~en Alum on Moloccale 2

1.3 1.5 1.7 1.9 2.1 2.3 2.6 2,7 2,9

*C, .... 02 O~ ISTANCE IA)

Figure 6. MERP of the Biniolocular Reaction in Methyl Nitrate

Table 2. Transitioni State Pattimoers atid Relative Rates of
Reactioti. k /kbt, at BOOK wid 60 kbars,

Bond Scission. 5.4 -1.4 34.0 1.0

H-Abstraction. -2.1 -4.2 56.6 10-4

0-11%sattiont 32. -32.3 32.3
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the pressure is high. In view of the importance of the exp
(-PAV*/RT ) term in the rate expression, our calculations show that
the HVD phenomenon is explainable in terms of the fast bimolecular
process and LVD in terms of the much slower unimolecular bond scission
process. The exothermicity of the bimolecular reaction path as
opposed to the endothermicity of the unimolecular bond scisson path
provides yet another reason for relating these processes with HVD and
LVD, respectively. Thus, energy to support the HVD front could become
available to it immediately from the bimolecular reaction step whereas
energy for the LVD front would be forthcoming from radical
recombination reaction steps which occur much later and many reaction
steps after the primary bond scission step (2).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A theoretical approach is described which permits one to
calculate rates of reaction from the structural formula of an
explosive molecule. The theoretical tools are the MINDO/3 semi-
empirical quantum chemical procedure of Dewar and the transition
theory rate equation. The applicability of this approach to the study
of shock initiation of detonation is illustrated by way of the liquid
explosive, methyl nitrate. The relative rates of three plausible
reaction paths are calculated. They are the unimolecular bond
scission reaction which yields CH30. and NO2s, the intramolecular
hydrogen abstraction reaction which yields HONO and H2CO and the
bimolecular oxygen insertion reaction which yields CH ONO and
HOCII2ONO 2. Surprisingly, it was found that at conditions beleved to

be typical for shock initiation of high velocity detonation in liquid
methyl nitrate viz. 60 kbars and 800K, the bimolecular reaction
proceeds nine orders of magnitude faster than the commonly accepted
bond scisson reaction whereas the intramolecular reaction is four
orders of magnitude slower than bond scission. Moreover, the
bimolecular reaction is exothermic by - 30 kcal/mole. If
experimentally confirmed, this finding would represent the first
instance of a reaction in which a bound N02 group directly inserts
oxygen into the bond of another molecule. The results are consistent
with thermohydrodynamic predictions for shock compression of condensed
explosives and with observations of stable high velocity and low
velocity detonation in liquid methyl nitrate.

IlTe approach taken here has yielded a tiew view of processes
in the detonation regime. It is recognized that future experimental
observations are needed to confirm the above conclusions* Moreover,
it is felt that, in addition to the use of a semi-empirical quantum
chemical procedure, a combination of a state-of-the-art ab Initlo
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method and new experimental techniques for monitoring transient
chemical species can provide new insights into detonation phenomena.
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